The Houston EBC offers highly tailored briefings, offered both in person and virtual platforms, to help customers recover and advance business transformation.

The Houston EBC team facilitates a collaborative environment to discover the business value of HPE's comprehensive portfolio, strategic partnerships, and as-a-service offerings. During your briefing, you'll gain insights into strategic initiatives and explore HPE's everything-as-a-service offerings from edge to cloud.

Virtual briefings provide the environment to collaborate from your workstation with global subject matter experts and engage in virtual demonstrations to bring your ideas to life.

Additionally, the briefing team facilitates exclusive tours and behind-the-scenes access to working labs to experience the rich history of innovation at the HPE Houston campus.

Click here to find more information about virtual briefings.

Visit our website for more information.

HOUSTON EXECUTIVE BRIEFING CENTER

HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday–Friday, 7:30 a.m.–5:30 p.m.

HOUSTON EBC CONTACT
houstonebc@hpe.com